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*Highlights the largest positive and negative risk-adjusted returns overnight.  

 

 
Professionals Having Difficult Time Digesting the Overnight Session 

 
 Portfolio Update – DAX Short Cover 
 US Dollar Weakness Pronounced 
 Japan JGB Mini-Flash Crash Overnight 
 Conviction Grows in Professional Favorite Trade – Kiwi 
 China Pauses on Preferred Share Announcement – No One Gets It 
 Crude Oil Longs Sweating 
 
 
Model Portfolio Update 
 
Our initial downside target for the German DAX Index of 9200 was reached yesterday and we subsequently 
covered half of the short position for 9195. We remain short 10mm at an average cost basis of ~9385. While our 
thematic view is that the DAX has further downside, it was necessary to book some positive PnL which has been 
absent this year. Additionally, we are mindful that it has not been common place to be able to generate positive 
performance by shorting European equities, let alone take ~200 points out of the DAX by building a short 
position into downside momentum. The update was sent in real-time via Twitter. 
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Overnight 
 
There are several important observations of note overnight: 
 
Firstly, and the most important observation, the US Dollar is currently weaker to all the G10 and to all 19 of the 
19 Emerging Market currencies currently trading as measured by Bloomberg’s World Currency Ranking. 
Investor’s need to ask themselves if this is the market formulating its opinion over what happens to the Federal 
Reserve’s forward guidance before today’s Senate nomination hearing for vice-chairman Stanley Fischer. 
Reminder, this is about the Q&A session, given that the prepared remarks have already been published. 
 
Secondly, the Bank of Japan (BoJ) continues to disappoint investors. The BoJ reduced the amount of JGB 
purchases in the long end of the curve to Y170bln from Y180bln. Remember, two weeks ago they cut the 
amount from Y200bln to Y180bln.  
 
Despite the mass media saying this event was a “fat finger” and an error that was not the way it looked from 
where we sit. The issue is that there is a 20-year auction next week and the primary JGB dealers were “caught 
long” which prompted a full one-point sell-off or a “mini-flash crash”. The biggest disappointment for us was 
that we did not have a bid in the market as we are short JGB’s in the model portfolio. The disappointment can 
also be seen in Japan’s ultimate measure of speculation – the Mothers Index. Again, we view this index as a 
proxy that tends to be a leading indicator and it is close to both breaking a key trend line and the 200-day 
moving average at the same time. The chart of the JGB sell-off and Mothers Index are below for your reference 
 
Thirdly, the professional investor’s favorite long position – Kiwi Dollar – received the added benefit last night of 
a central bank giving up control over the pace at which its currency appreciates. The Reserve Bank of New 
Zealand (RBNZ) was the first G10 central bank to hike interest rates since the financial crash of 2008 and it did so 
in style. While the 25 basis point rate hike was anticipated, the RBNZ pushed its inflation expectations up, and it 
now expects inflation to reach 2% within 18-months. Consequently, the RBNZ expects a steeper increase in rates 
than currently priced in. The key point here is that investors now get the fundamental support of “rate 
differentials”, alongside rising milk powder prices, steep immigration gains and second-round effects of the 
Christchurch post-earthquake rebuilding boom, to support the Kiwi Dollar. There is little question that the 
consensus is that the RBNZ can justify a faster pace of monetary tightening than is currently priced into the 
markets. 
 
Finally, the Prime Minister of China gave his annual press conference (details below) and indicated that this 
year's 7.5% GDP growth target is “flexible” as opposed to being a floor. A front page article in the main financial 
Government newspaper said the opposite of Reuters reported yesterday - that this is not time to cut the 
Reserve Ratio Requirement (RRR). All four major data releases - Fixed Asset Investment, Retail Sales, Industrial 
Production and Housing Starts - missed expectations by a large margin. However, the major risk proxies - CSI 
300, CNH/CNY, Shanghai Copper and Iron Ore - either closed positive or showed some stability for the first time 
in days.  
 
The pause in the weakness of Chinese risk asset is being attributed to the news that the Government will launch 
a pilot program allowing listed companies to issue preferred stock as early as this week. The first companies in 
the program are expected to be blue chips, such as the major banks. 
 

THIS IS IMPORTANT. HERE IS WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW. 
 
 



  

The two main positives are: 
 

1. The China Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC) mentioned in 3Q that it’s working on plans to 
introduce preferred shares in China. This means that at least some progress has been made on this 
reform.  

 
2. Preferred shares relieve some degree of stress on banks’ core capital. This has to be a positive in the 

short-to-medium term.  
 

The three main negatives are: 
 

1. Preferred shares are not a key component of core capital and generally account for less than 10% of tier-
1 capital in major economies.  
 

2. Preferred shares always have some level of regulatory headwinds as we never know how a local 
government or Basel III will analyze tier-1 cumulative and/or guaranteed preferred shares. 
 

3. Non-cumulative or non-guaranteed preferred shares usually carry an expensive funding cost for banks. 
  

(Sources:  Religare, Barclays, Rareview Macro) 
 
 
Crude Oil 
 
The high in WTI was last week was 105.22 the day before the CFTC speculative position is measured. That means 
that the largest length on record coincides with the highest price in the last six-months. We highlight this 
because WTI is now -7% off that high water mark. 
 
That is interesting as Bloomberg is reporting that “Russia Said to Ready for Iran-Style Sanctions in Worst Case”.  
While we have no idea what that means outside a major disruption to the UK real estate market if Russian 
individuals were banned from traveling to Britain, we would note that this type of rhetoric highlights that 
anxiety over East vs. West political rivalries continues to increase. This is evident by yesterday’s announcement 
in the U.S. that the Energy Department will offer five (5) million barrels of crude oil in a “test of the nation’s oil-
distribution system”. The sale of less than 1% of US emergency reserves will be the first since August 1990 when 
four (4) million barrels were released before the attack on Iraq. The Government can attempt to mask the 
statement anyway they want, but there can be no question the timing of a random Strategic Petroleum Reserve 
sale larger than at the time Iraq was the central issue is a response to the crisis in Ukraine. Not surprisingly 
Wheat and Corn are having the largest positive risk-adjusted returns again in Commodities due the Ukraine’s 
grain’s exposure. 

 
We highlight this because the stakes in Commodities are changing rapidly. The key point here is that yesterday 
the State stock-piler in China absorbed Copper and the US said it would release reserves in an unprecedented 
way. How investors can now have an edge in Copper and Crude Oil, given the level of political meddling in these 
markets, is beyond us. 

 
 

 
 



  

10-YEAR JGB FUTURE CONTRACT 
 

 
 

 
TSE MOTHERS INDEX 

 

 
 

Source (all charts):  Bloomberg, Rareview Macro 



  

 
Quote of the Day:  “Every metric except hope says the price will go lower,” Australian Financial Review‘s (AFR) 
Angus Grigg quoting a London-based trader on the future of Iron Ore. 
 
European Read Through:  The largest holder and founder of the largest staffing company in the EU sold almost 
the entirety of their position yesterday in Adecco SA. What does that say about their employment outlook on 
Europe? 
 
Japan Wages:  Based on negotiations across 43 union groups, companies agreed to increase base wages by an 
average of JPY1950 (USD19) a month in the coming year. NLI Research said:  “The raise is not enough to lift the 
country out of deflation; considering price increases and the coming sales tax hike, base salaries in real terms 
actually fall this year”. 
 
Semi-Conductor Guide-Up:  Remember, this is a space we highlighted using a monthly chart of the Semi-
Conductor Index (SOX). As the world’s largest contract chipmaker, Taiwan Semiconductor (Symbol: 2330 TT) 
makes up ~21% of the Taiwan Taiex Index and ~13% of the SOX Index. TSM closed up +3.1% to a new all-time 
high after raising Q1 revenue target to TWD147bn from TWD136bn-TWN138bn due to rising customer demand, 
gross profit margins to 47% from 44.5-46.5%, and its operating margin to 35% from 32-34%. The strength is 
driven by mobile devices and improved margins from its more advanced chips.  
 
Retail Trading:  TD Ameritrade (Symbol:  AMTD) stated monthly average client trades per day of 501,000 in its 
Activity Report for Feb 2014; marked an all-time high in the company’s trading history; figure represents a 1% 
rise, breaking the previous record of 496,000 in the prior month, while it rose 30% year over year. 
 
Puerto Rico Debt Deal Details Released:  More than 270 buyers submitted $16 billion of orders on the deal, the 
Puerto Rican government said in a press release, inspiring the Commonwealth Tuesday morning to raise the 
offering by $500 million from an originally planned $3 billion sale. 
 

 
Germany 
- Kiel-based IfW institute raises 2014 GDP growth forecast to 1.9% from 1.7% forecast in December, 2015 
growth outlook unchanged at 2.5%. 
- Combined budget surplus to increase to 0.8% of GDP in 2015 from 0.3% this year. 
- German 2014, 2015 economic expansion to be driven mainly by domestic demand. 
 
China 
 
Data 
- Fixed Asset Ex Rural YTD YoY Feb:  17.9% vs. 19.4 exp (lowest since December 2002) 
- Retail Sales YTD YoY Feb:  11.8% vs 13.5% (lowest rate since January 2005) 
- Industrial Production YTD YoY Feb:  8.6% vs 9.5% exp (lowest growth rate since August 2009) 
 
- New house starts -27.4% YoY January-February period to 166.93 million square meters vs. +13.5% over 2013.  
- House sales revenue -3.7% YoY Jan-Feb vs. +26.3% over 2013.  

Top Overnight Observations 

Data & News 

http://www.nli-research.co.jp/english/organization/


  

- Concern increased now that official February house price data due March 18 will likely show the pace of YoY 
inflation cooling further and possibly falling MoM prices. 
 
Premier Li Keqiang annual press conference 
- Some defaults can't be avoided. 
- Government will work to control systemic risk.  
- This year's 7.5% GDP growth target is flexible. “Around” means there is some flexibility and we have some 
tolerance” 
- Job creation the key determinant of policy. (target 10 million jobs) 
- Need to curb speculative demand in housing market 
- Need differentiated housing policies 
- Acceptable floor for growth is gdp delivers jobs 
- Can tolerate lower or higher growth 
- Targeting gdp 'around' 7.5% means we're flexible 
- Need appropriate growth for 10 mln urban jobs p.a. 
- We care more about the jobs behind the gdp growth 
- Says no stimulus measures were introduced last year 
- Can ensure growth in reasonable range in 2014 
- Need to balance many goals incl. jobs and pollution 
- Warns econ cld be more complicated this yr than last 
- To audit land sales revenue, mining rights this yr 
- Some defaults can not be avoided 
- We must ensure there is no systemic financial risk 
- I don't want to see financial products default 
- We are stepping up shadow banking regulations 
- Overall debt risks are under control 
- We are opening front doors, closing back doors 
- We are regulating govt debt risks 
- We always attach big important to debt problems 
 
China Securities Journal front page commentary 
- It's not time to cut the deposit reserve requirement, despite the economic slowdown. 
- Government will tolerate growth as low as 7% this year vs. the 7.5% official target 
- There are seasonal factors behind the current weakness.  
- New reform measures are in the pipeline for after the National People's Congress; will help boost growth too.  
- Risk of Yuan depreciation driving out capital over the year is only small -- particularly as the global 
economy continues to recover. 
- Cutting the reserve requirement would go against policy goals of tackling overcapacity and could prove 
counterproductive. 
- PBOC's open market operations are a perfectly adequate channel for supplying funds to the market for now.  
 
South Korea 
- Bank of Korea (BoK) left its policy rate unchanged at 2.5% for the tenth straight month as expected.  
- BoK: negative output gap seen sustained going forward, but to narrow gradually 
- BoK: local inflation to stay low for the time being, but to pick up gradually 
- BoK: will keep close eye on geopolitical risks in East-Europe regarding future policy 
 
 



  

Australia 
- Employment Change Feb:  47.3k vs. 15k exp vs 18k prior revised up from -3k 
- Unemployment Rate Feb:  6.0% vs. 6.0% exp vs 6.0% prior 
- Full-time jobs jump 80,500 in Feb, most in 3 years 
 
New Zealand  
- Reserve Bank of New Zealand (RBNZ) raised base rates 25bpts to 2.75%. 
- Governor Wheeler also said that another 125bp in hike by year end is likely, given neutral interest rate is still 
around 4.5%.  
- Reuters poll taken after the announcement found analysts expect a further 50bpt tightening over the next 3 
months and for rates to rise to 3.5% by the end of September.  
- “Inflation pressures are increasing and are expected to continue doing so over the next 2 years. In this 
environment it is important that inflation expectations remain contained. To achieve this it is necessary to raise 
interest rates towards a level at which they are no longer adding demand”. 
- RBNZ raises rates 25 bps to 2.755 as expected, steady tightening planned 
- RBNZ: will raise rates to keep future average inflation near 2.0% 
- RBNZ: scale, speed of rate rises will depend on future economic data, inflationary pressures 
- RBNZ: forecasts 90 day Bank Bill at 3.3% in June, 4.0% in Dec, 4.8% in December 2015, 4.9% in March 2016 
- RBNZ forecasts bill rate to be at 5.3% in March 2017 
- RBNZ: high NZ$ remains a headwind, current level unsustainable in the long run 
- RBNZ: export commodity prices remain very high, especially for dairy 
- RBNZ: expects trade-weighted NZ dollar to moderate only gradually in coming years, to weigh on output 
- RBNZ: annual CPI at 1.9% by year end, rising to 2.1% by early 2016 
- RBNZ: GDP growth seen peaking at 3.5% in 2015 
- RBNZ: LVR lending limits may be having a faster impact on house prices than previously thought 
- RBNZ: says higher rates, easing migration, rising housing supply to reduce house market imbalance 
- RBNZ: says construction costs moderating in Canterbury, rising in Auckland 
- RBNZ: says export demand may slow if China sees financial disruption 
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investors.  
 
Sight Beyond Sight is not, and is not intended to be a research report, a recommendation or investment advice, as it does not constitute a substantive 
research or analysis. It does not take into account the particular investment objectives, restrictions, tax and financial profile or other needs of any specific 
client or potential client. In addition, the information is not intended to provide a sufficient basis on which to make an investment decision. Any 
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Neither Rareview Macro LLC, nor any officer, employee or affiliate of RVM, accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss arising 
from any use of this newsletter or its contents. WARNING: Subscribers should verify all claims and do their own due diligence before investing in any 
investment referenced in this publication.  
 
FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS: Certain statements made in this publication may be forward looking. Actual future results or occurrences may differ 
significantly from those anticipated in any forward looking statements due to numerous factors. RVM undertakes no responsibility to update publicly or 
revise any forward looking statements.  
 
DERIVATIVES: Investing in securities and other investments, such as Options and Futures, is speculative and carries a high degree of risk. Subscribers may 
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Position Notice: It should be assumed that, from time, or as of the publication date of this newsletter referencing any instrument or security in Equities, 
Foreign Exchange, Interest Rates, Commodities, or Credit, RVM (possibly along with or through our partners, affiliates, employees, clients, investors, 
industry contacts and/or consultants) may have a position in the instrument or security covered herein, and therefore stands to realize gains if the 
forecasts and judgments about the future presented in this communication prove to be accurate. Following publication of this newsletter, it should also be 
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thereafter regardless of the initial position or communication.  
 
Writer Notice: Rareview Macro LLC provides investment related services to clients separate and apart from the position as a writer of Sight Beyond Sight. 
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